Winter 2005 Seminar Series

February 10th  
**Edwin Herricks**, University of Illinois  
“Realistic Restoration, A Watershed Focus on Aquatic Community Sustainability”  
*106 Lefevre Hall 2:00*

April 7th  
**J. Alan Clark**, University of Washington  
“Suing for Species: a Double Edge to Environmental Citizens Suits”

April 14th  
**Joint Seminar 4:00 – 5:30**  
**Lisi Krall**, SUNY Cortland  
"An Ecological Economic Response to the Pillars of Economic Orthodoxy."  
AND  
**Brian Czech** Center for the Advancement of the Steady State Economy  
“The Ecological Macroeconomics of Biodiversity Conservation”

April 28th  
**Nils Warnock**, PRBO Conservation Science  
“Spring Migration Strategies of Pacific Flyway Shorebirds: from individuals to populations”

Unless stated otherwise, seminars are held on Thursdays in 106 Lefevre Hall from 4-5pm